Diaspora Stories -Modern label to describe a genre of stories about crisis of Jewish life in communities outside of the Land of Israel. The parade example s are Esther and Daniel 1-6; Tobit also fits this pattern, and certain features are also shared by Judith. Main plot pattern echoes the Joseph story in Genesis , the first story of a Jew succeeding against odds in a foreign land (i.e., Egypt).
Some characteristic features:
• Setting = Dia spora, esp. the court of a foreign king ("Diaspora" is the technical term for areas in which Jews live outside of the "Promised Land" of Israel. Especially after the Babylonian Exile in the sixth century B.C.E., sizable Jewish communities formed outside of Israel. Note that, in the context of Jewish history, "Exile" refers to the situation whereby Israelites/Jews cannot live in the Land of Israel and are forced to live elsewhere, whereas "Diaspora" refers to the places where they live when they could live in their own land but choose to dwell among non-Jews in another place.) • Basic plot pattern = Jewish protagonist(s) arrive in positions of the highest consequence in the royal court. The heroes of the tale are endangered (often with threats of death), but eventually they are saved while their enemies are punished. Focus on reversals of fortune recall the Joseph story.
• Main Characters = Jewish heroes, anti-Jewish enemies, well-meaning but gullible king or leader o Jewish heroes are not only righteous and faithful to Jewish tradition but also loyal to the king, as well as often wise and beautiful. They are depicted as gaining the special favor of kings. Their enemies are fellow court thus depicted as acting, at least in part, out of jealousy. o Foreign kings are not hostile to Jews, such that their enemies must try tricks and slander to turn the king against the heroes; even when tricked, kings perceive themselves as acting against disobedience, not against Jews per se. Kings are sad when they are tricked into punishing the Jewish hero/heroine, but they are trapped by their own decrees. They too are relieved when, in the end, the trick or slander is uncovered, and the slanderous enemy can be justly punished. \
